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BIOGRAPHY

Sarah Hyndman is a graphic designer, 
author and public speaker who founded 
Type Tasting in 2013. She collaborates 
with experts in different fields, and she 
is investigating and quantifying the 
experience of typography from the  
type consumer’s point of view.

Sarah works with experts including 
semioticians and psychologists, and she 
co-authors collaborative research studies 
with Professor Charles Spence, Crossmodal 
Research Laboratory, University of Oxford.

Sarah is a judge for both Penguin and 
D&AD Awards, and runs their bespoke 
typography workshops. She has worked  
in the design industry for over twenty years 
and ran a design business for a decade.

Qualifications
MA Typo/Graphic Studies (distinction), 
London College of Communication, 
University of the Arts London.

Teaching
Sarah taught the Experimental 
Typography course at the London  
College of Communication for six years. 
She is currently a guest tutor in colleges 
both in the UK and abroad.

Writing
Sarah’s books include Why�Fonts�Matter 
(Penguin/Random House) and How�to�
Draw�Type�and�Influence�People��
(Laurence King). She also writes for 
magazines and blogs.

Public speaking
Sarah’s talks are interactive, packed 
with games and demonstrations 
that inform, entertain and challenge 
preconceptions. She has given a TEDx 
talk, spoken at South by Southwest 
Austin Texas, the Museum of Brands, 
TYPO San Francisco, Ecole Intuit 
Lab Mumbai, Creative Mornings and 
Glug. She is a regular on BBC Radio 4 
regular and Channel 4 Sunday Brunch. 

BBC Radio 4 with Michael Rosen  
www.bit.ly/R4Sarah
TEDx talk
www.bit.ly/TTTedxB
Nicer Tuesdays talk
www.bit.ly/TTNicerTuesdays
Taster Tape
www.bit.ly/TTTaster
BBC Radio 4 Saturday Live 
www.bit.ly/Radio4in4
Channel 4’s Sunday Brunch
www.bit.ly/TTSundayBrunch2
Speaker sheet:
www.bit.ly/SpeakerSarah

Press and interviews
Sarah has been interviewed by BBC 
Click, CNN, Creative Review, Dazed 
& Confused, i-Newspaper, New York 
Times, The Times, Wired magazine 
and Heston Blumenthal has featured 
her research on his podcast.
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SARAH HYNDMAN, EDUCATOR

Sarah Hyndman has been a design and 
typography educator for over 15 years. 
She wrote the year-long Experimental 
Typography course at the London College 
of Communication (University of the Arts 
London), which she taught for six years 
alongside her commercial practice.

Sarah creates bespoke workshops for  
the D&AD, and is also a regular judge;  
this year she is the jury president for  
the D&AD New Blood Typography Award.

Qualification
She was awarded a Master’s degree in 
Typo/Graphic Studies (distinction) from  
the London College of Communication 
(University of the Arts London).

Options
One hour talk 
Half or full-day workshop 
10-module course 
One year course 
Guest tutor
Sarah is a guest tutor for universitites 
and colleges both in the UK and abroad. 
Please get in touch if you would like to 
discuss her teaching availability.

Education clients include
Arts University Bournemouth 
Birmingham City University  
California Polytechnic 
EASD València 
Ecole Intuit Lab Mumbai 
Portland State University 
RMIT Melbourne 
Shillington 
University of Bedfordshire 
VIA University College Denmark 
Wolverhampton University

“�What�fascinated�me�was�Sarah’s�way��
of�understanding�and�explaining�type.��
It�isn’t�just�about�what�type�looks�like;��
it�is�about�how�it�makes�you�feel”��
NEHA, ECOLE INTUIT LAB

“�Sarah�is�a�fantastically�inspiring��
and�enthusiastic�teacher�and�her��
work�is�testimony�to�the�fact�that��
she�practices�what�she�preaches” JOE, 

LONDON COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION

“�Why�isn’t�typography�always�taught��
this�way?” RUCHI, ECOLE INTUIT LAB

“�Your�workshop�really�opened�my�mind�and�
impacted�me�in�a�powerful�way.�I’ve�even�
secured�an�internship�designing�typefaces”�
LEAH, PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY 
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TOPICS
Sarah integrates her unique approach 
to typography into her teaching practice. 
Key topics are incorporated into the 
workshops and courses, a longer course 
goes into each area in more depth. 
Games, experiments, challenges and 
hands-on typographic explorations bring 
theories to life and invite students to 
become a part of the discovery process.
The structure of each session includes 
lectures, creative sessions, individual 
feedback, experiments and group 
discussions. Information is underpinned 
by scientific understanding combined 
with results of Type Tasting research. 

Type and perception
Take part in a selection of games and 
experiments designed to challenge the 
subconscious assumptions you form 
based on the look of the words you read.

This is a hands-on and participatory 
session. You will explore what typefaces 
communicate nonverbally; how the look 
of words influences your choices and 
experiences. You will explore semiotics 
and typefaces as cultural codes, and 
understand how the brain makes 
decisions using system 1 thinking.

Sarah Hyndman has been researching 
the perception of typography since 
2013 and has gathered a wealth of 
insights that she will share with you. 
She collaborates with psychologists, 
scientists, semioticians and perfumers, 
combining know-how to explore visual 
language in an innovative and new way.

Immersive type history with 
typographic life drawing
Take an immersive and multisensory 
journey through time, type and 
semiotics; from past history through to 
future trends. 

Look at type styles in context of what 
was happening in the world at the 
time, and uncover the associations 
and implied meanings they absorbed 
as a result that still hold true today. 
Decode the language of packaging 
and understand how this reflects wider 
consumer trends.

Sarah Hyndman is your tour guide for 
this hands-on and interactive journey 
through pop culture, technological 
innovations, and social history. She  
will show you how echoes of culture  
and society are preserved in the DNA  
of visual language.

Multi-sensory typography
This is an immersive and multi-sensory 
journey through type. Students will 
discover how multi-sensory stimuli can 
inspire their creative thinking and idea 
generation, from sound to smell. They 
will explore how harnessing the senses 
can trigger nostalgia and make emotional 
connections with an audience. We also 
discuss how typography could be used to 
create positive change. 

The shape of the words primes  your 
expectations. This can alter what you 
taste or smell, how much you enjoy an 
experience, how easy you find something 
to do, and make something easier (or 
harder) to remember.

Typography is not just visual; it conveys 
sound; it is tactile; it can smell of roses or 
coffee; and you know at a glance whether 
it is sour or sweet. 
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OPTIONS One hour talk
Sarah explores type and perception and 
has spent six years creating experiments 
and taking her pop-up typography lab 
to events. Her experiments range from 
profiling typeface personalities to altering 
the taste of a jellybean with a font.

She will talk about some of her 
experiments, giving insights into the 
process and how some of the failed 
experiments have taught her the most. 

Sarah will demonstrate that typefaces 
narrate our everyday experiences and 
document our cultural tastes in a fun talk 
with lashings of audience participation.

OPTIONAL EXTRA

Pre-talk experiments or demonstrations  
for students to take part in.

Half or full-day workshop
This is a popular and intensive session 
that combines the main topics. Students 
explore type and perception with mulit-
sensory experiments, activities and 
hands-on drawing exercises that bring 
the history of type to life. This is based 
on the current Type Tasting workshops 
with additional exercises and feedback 
appropriate for the students.

10-module course
The ten modules can be split over  
different timeframes:

One week: 5 x full-day sessions
Five weeks: 5 x full-day sessions
Full term:  10 x half-day sessions

Students explore how typography creates 
an emotional connection by evoking 
mood, creating trust and conveying 

personality. This is an immersive and 
multi-sensory journey through type. 
Students will discover how multi-
sensory stimuli can inspire their 
creative thinking and idea generation, 
from sound to smell. They will 
explore how harnessing the senses can 
trigger nostalgia and make emotional 
connections with an audience. Games, 
experiments, challenges and hands-on 
typographic explorations bring theories 
to life and invite students to become  
a part of the discovery process.

One year course
Sarah wrote and taught the year-long 
Experimental Typography course at 
the London College of Communication 
(University of the Arts London) for six 
years. Please get in touch if you would like 
to discuss long-term teaching availability. 



ONE HOUR TALK

“�Sarah’s�talk�was�a�game-changer”��
LILY, TYPO SAN FRANCISCO

“You�have�really�opened�my�eyes,�it ’s�
already�making�me�view�design�work�from�
such�a�different�view�point�and�I�now�
become�excited�by�the�possibilities�typefaces�
present�while�experimenting�with�them” 

JESSICA, ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH

“A�wonderful,�engaging�talk”�
 INDY, CREATIVE MORNINGS

“What�a�fascinating�talk.�I�was�absolutely�
riveted…�everyone�should�think�about�how�
we’re�so�strongly�influenced�by�type”��
THEO, TEDX TALK
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HALF OR FULL-DAY 
WORKSHOP

“Your�workshop�really�opened�my�mind�and�
impacted�me�in�a�powerful�way.�I’ve�even�
secured�an�internship�designing�typefaces”�
LEAH, PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

“It�was�a�brilliant�and�absolutely�crazy�
journey” ZAHRA, MUMBAI STUDENT

“�Why�isn’t�typography�always�taught��
this�way?” RUCHI, ECOLE INTUIT LAB

“��I�was�absolutely�blown�away.�It�was�just�
awesome�taking�part�in�experiments�and�
listening�to�really�cool�theories”�DAISY, 

UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE
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FANTASTICAL TIME TRAVELLING 
TYPE WORKSHOP
Take an immersive and multisensory 
journey through time, type and semiotics; 
from past history through to future trends. 
Look at type styles in context of what was 
happening in the world at the time, and 
uncover the associations and implied 
meanings they absorbed as a result that 
still hold true today. Decode the language 
of packaging and understand how this 
reflects wider consumer trends.
Sarah Hyndman is your tour guide for 
this hands-on and interactive journey 
through pop culture, technological 
innovations, and social history. She  
will show you how echoes of culture  
and society are preserved in the DNA  
of visual language.

Take part in activities, tastings and 
experiments designed to bring key eras 
to life, shedding light on the typefaces 
that narrated them.

Discover how printed type reflects the 
zeitgeist; the defining spirit or mood of 
a period in history is absorbed into the 
type styles that become popular, in a 
similar way to fashion or architecture. 
The resurgence of these styles at a later 
date reveal trends that give insight into 
cultural attitudes and social change.

Roll your sleeves up for typographic 
life drawing. Get hands-on exploring 
letterforms using different mark 
making mediums as you discover how 
tools and technology have shaped 
their form, and how this can demystify 
traditional type classification systems.

No drawing skills are necessary. The 
workshop’s suitable for complete beginners 
and those with previous experience.

 Learning outcomes
•  Enjoy an expressive and fun mark-making 

session away from the computer.
•  Explore letterforms by hand to gain greater 

understanding of different type styles.
•   Learn about type styles in context of history, 

popular culture and social trends, and 
the associations they have absorbed.

•  Understand how letterforms have been 
shaped by developments in technology.

•   Create your own hand-drawn type sketches 
for your future reference.

“�Why�isn’t�typography�always�taught��
this�way?” RUCHI, ECOLE INTUIT LAB

“Your�workshop�really�opened�my�mind�and�
impacted�me�in�a�powerful�way.�I’ve�even�
secured�an�internship�designing�typefaces”�
LEAH, PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

“It�was�a�brilliant�and�absolutely�crazy�
journey” ZAHRA, MUMBAI STUDENT

Workshop clients include
CORPORATE

1HQ, adidas, BumbleBizz, D&AD, BBC, 
Interbrand, Shoreditch House, Springetts, 
Virgin Active, Wellcome, WGSN.

EDUCATION

Birmingham City University, California 
Polytechnic, Ecole Intuit Lab Mumbai, 
Portland State University, RMIT 
Melbourne, Shillington, University of 
Bedfordshire, VIA University College 
Denmark, Wolverhampton University.
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HALF OR FULL-DAY 
WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS



10-MODULE COURSE

On the one week course taught by Sarah 
Hyndman at the Ecole Intuit Lab, Mumbai

Case study:
www.bit.ly/Week-Mumbai

In the words of the students:
www.bit.ly/Students-Mumbai

“Instructive�and�fun…�Thank�you�for�your�
professionalism�and�your�teaching�skills”�
YAN GARIN, DIRECTOR, ECOLE INTUIT LAB MUMBAI

On the master talk delivered in Mumbai

“Sarah�it�was�wonderful�session.�Students�
will�learn�lot�from�your�way�of�expressing�
types” SARANG KULKARNI, CO-FOUNDER, 

EK TYPE TYPE FOUNDRY
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ONE YEAR COURSE

Testimonials from the Experimental 
Typography course, London College of 
Communication (University of the Arts)

“�Challenging�and�rewarding�-�one�of�those�
that�the�more�you�put�into�it,�the�more��
you�get�out�of�it.�It�armed�me�with�a�whole�
bunch�of�ways�to�approach�a�design��
brief�and�some�fantastic�approaches�to�
unlocking�creativity” JOE

“�Really�changed�my�entire�outlook�on�design.�
Sarah�is�one�of�the�most�inspirational�tutors�
I�have�ever�had�and�she�encouraged�me�to�
develop�my�passion�and�skills�well�beyond�
the�course” JANE

“�Sarah�was�great�in�supporting�each�
participant�and�encouraging�thinking�

‘outside-the-box’,�and�I�found�the�course�
brilliant�for�stepping�away�from�the�
computer�and�thinking�more” LISA

“�The�course�was�fun,�creative�&�challenging.�
With�a�focus�on�stepping�away�from�
computers�and�getting�your�hands�dirty,�
it�helped�me�reconnect�with�ideas�and�
processes�I’d�explored�at�university�
and�opened�up�my�imagination�to�new�
possibilities” BECKY

“�Sarah�has�such�enthusiasm�for�and�a�clear�
deep�knowledge�of�typography,�and�her�
passion�for�it�is�so�infectious.�You�cannot�
help�but�be�inspired” ZOË

“�Sarah�makes�it�easy�to�get�fired�up�by�
typography;�there�was�a�great�depth�of�
content,�backed�up�by�fun�and�exciting�
projects”  STEVEN
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